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Safety warnings

Forward

Following the publication of the Lofstedt report, back in November 2011, it was deemed necessary to 

look at the burden placed upon businesses due to a legislative over-compliance placed upon them – with 

a key issue being confusion over Portable Appliance Testing.

This drove the IET to introduce the 4th Edition of the Code of Practice for In-service Inspection and 

Testing of Electrical Equipment. This industry accepted code looked to clarify responsibility and give 

clear guidelines to companies who were looking to maintain compliance with the Electricity at Work 

regulations, 1989.

1.1. So what changed?

To begin with, the most significant change was the detailed requirement to carry out a risk based 

assessment of a portable appliance, to determine the type and frequency test. The code determined that 

this responsibility should fall to the “Duty Holder” For many however, having the technical understanding 

to be in a position to carry out such a risk assessment was beyond their area of expertise. To this end, 

Megger have produced a Risk Assessment App – available on the iOS, Android and Windows platforms.

In addition, the code clarified the need to record results, determined when a hired item should be 

included on your register and removed the need to have a re-test date on the test label. These are just a 

couple of items amongst many. Megger continually run local free to attend seminars where the changes 

are explained in far more detail – please see our Events page on the website. We also have available a 

booklet explaining these changes – available from your local Megger representative.

So with this pocket guide we have endeavoured to cover the details of the 4th Edition - rather than 

clarify the changes – in an easy-to-read manner. There is also an insight into the range of PAT Testers 

Megger produce, so if you have 1 to 100,000 items to test, we have a solution.

To download your copy of the Megger PAT toolbox App scan this QR code.

http://www.megger.com
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1. What is portable appliance testing?

Portable Appliance Testing is the visual examination and electrical testing of portable electrical equipment 

used in industrial, commercial or public access areas and locations (including rented property) to ensure 

they are safe to use, and cannot present an electrical hazard to the operator or anyone in their vicinity.

2. Who is responsible?

Who has responsibilities to ensure that equipment continues to be safe?

Various people have responsibilities for electrical equipment, these being:

 � Property owners, equipment owners, company owners, directors, and line managers. The duty 
holder is normally drawn from these.

 � The person undertaking the formal visual examination and electrical testing.

 � Maintenance managers.

 � Operators of the equipment – to monitor the equipment they use and ensure it has no obvious 
faults or damage.

The Duty Holder

The Duty Holder is usually, but not exclusively, a manager or supervisor. They must understand their 

responsibilities as defined in the “Electricity at Work Act 1989” and are responsible for ensuring the safe 

condition of the equipment.

The Duty Holder may wish to maintain adequate records of the inspection and testing of the electrical 

equipment as well as implement the necessary risk assessments to establish:

 � Suitable frequencies of inspection and testing

 �  Repair of faulty equipment

 � Interpretation of the results

Appropriate training 

may be required to 

competently fulfil these 

responsibilities.

http://www.megger.com
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Who can do the testing?

The Code of Practice states that inspection and testing can be carried out by any competent person.  

The “Competent Person” is defined within the Code of Practice (Code of Practice... 4th Edition 2012; 

p25) as: “A person possessing sufficient technical knowledge or experience to be capable of ensuring that 

injury is prevented”. 

And under section 9.5 Test operatives should have or be capable of:

 � Understanding appliance types and appropriate testing.

 � Familiarity with test equipment used.

 � Understanding of likely electrical, mechanical and thermal damage.

 � Experience and technical knowledge to prevent risk to themselves or others and potential hazards 
arising during testing.

 � Maintaining suitable records.

3. What checks, examinations and testing should be undertaken?

Visual examination is vital and always precedes electrical testing. It often reveals major defects that would 

not be revealed by testing alone. Categories of in-service visual examination and electrical testing are 

divided into three types:

 � Operator checks (no records if equipment is OK).

 � Formal visual examination (recorded).

 � Combined visual examination and electrical testing (recorded).

How often should visual examination and electrical testing be undertaken?

The frequency of the visual examinations and electrical tests is established by risk assessment and 

experience. 

No strict test schedules exist, however a simple risk assessment will identify the suitability of an asset for 

the application and environment in which it is being used and whether a change to the suggested retest 

frequency, or even removal of the equipment altogether, is appropriate. Criteria that may influence the 

decision include:

 � Location of the equipment

 � Equipment type and class of construction 

 � Frequency of use

 � Competence of user 

 � The installation method 

 � Previous records

 � Whether the equipment is on hire

The frequency of visual examinations and electrical tests should be regularly reviewed. 

Particular attention must be paid to these initial inspections and electrical tests to determine whether the 

frequency or equipment type needs to be changed.

http://www.megger.com
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4. Formal examination

Combined visual examination and electrical testing

Formal visual examinations will, if carried out correctly, reveal most (but not all) potentially dangerous 

faults. However, some internal deterioration of the cable, its terminals and the equipment itself can be 

expected after significant use or due to poor manufacturing. Additionally, equipment may be misused or 

abused to the extent that it may give rise to danger.

Electrical testing, together with a thorough visual examination can detect faults such as loss of earth 

integrity, eg broken earth (CPC - circuit protective conductor) within a flexible cable, or deterioration of 

insulation integrity or contamination of internal and external surfaces. Failure of insulation could result in 

the operator receiving an electric shock with potentially fatal results.

Initial examination

This activity is a vital part of the testing process, and many faults are found at this stage. The nature of 

these faults is such that they will not always be found with electrical testing alone. The procedure for 

initial examination is as follows:

 � Obtain permission from the responsible person and disconnect any business equipment 
communications leads. Do not test business equipment that is still connected to communications 
links as it may damage other remote equipment.

 � Identify if the equipment can be powered down and isolated from the supply. If permission 
cannot be obtained then electrical tests cannot be performed. If it cannot be disconnected, 
perform as much visual examination as is possible without compromising your safety or the 
operation of the equipment. Record any defects and that the equipment has not been electrically 
tested, and label it as such.

 � Thoroughly examine the asset for any signs of damage, including the power cable, plug and wall-
connection (socket or flex outlet).

 � Judge the suitability of the appliance for the application and surroundings.

NOTE : Standard new 13A plugs (both moulded-on or re-wireable) must conform to BS1363, 

which requires live pins to be sleeved. This legislation only applies to new plugs. It should be 

noted on the visual examination notes if the plug has un-sleeved pins.

http://www.megger.com
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This table provides guidance on initial frequencies of visual examination and electrical testing. 

However, this is only a guide and both risk assessment and experience will lead the tester to determine 

the most appropriate frequencies.

Guide to  
frequency 
of  testing

Location  

Office   Industrial   Construction   Hotel   School  
Equipment  
used by the  

Public  

V C V C V C V C V C V C

A
ss

et
 t

yp
e

IT & 
stationary
equipment
Class I
Class II

24 m
24 m

60 m
None

None
None

24 m
24 m

1 m
1 m

3 m
3 m

24 m
24 m

60 m
None

None
12 m

12 m
48 m

1 m
12 m

12 m
24 m

Moveable
Class I
Class II

12 m
24 m

24 m
None

6 m
6 m

12 m
24 
mv

1 m
1 m

3 m
3 m

12 m
24 m

24 m
None

6 m
12 m

12 m
48 m

Wkly
6 m

6 m
12 m

Portable
Class I
Class II

12 m
24 m

24 m
None

6 m
6 m

12 m
12 m

1 m
1 m

3 m
3 m

12 m
24 m

24 m
None

6 m
12 m

12 m
48 m

Wkly
6 m

6 m
12 m

Handheld
Class I
Class II

12 m
12 m

24 m
None

6 m
6 m

12 m
12 m

1 m
1 m

3 m
3 m

12 m
12 m

24 m
None

6 m
12 m

12 m
48 m

Wkly
6 m

6 m
12 m

Fixed
Class I
Class II

24 m
24 m

48 m
None

12 m
12 m

24 m
48 m

1 m
1 m

3 m
3 m

24 m
24 m

48 m
None

12 m
12 m

36 m
48 m

12 m
12 m

36 m
36 m

Table 1 Guide to initial frequency of visual examination and electrical test 

V = Formal visual inspection C = Combined visual inspection and electrical test None = Not required 

m = Month    Wkly = Weekly

5. Electrical Test procedures

The Megger portable appliance testers are designed to test equipment that is supplied by plug and 

socket connection. This is done simply by unplugging the equipment and plugging it into a Megger PAT 

tester. One method for testing assets connected to fused spurs is to temporarily connect the asset to a 

13A plug and test conventionally using the PAT tester.

Electrical tests

The electrical testing consists of the following in this specific order:

1. Earth continuity or bond tests.

2. Insulation resistance testing (if a 500 V insulation test is not appropriate, this can be replaced by a 
250 V insulation test, a touch-current test or alternative leakage-current test).

3. Functional checks.

Some test equipment is capable of performing tests that in certain circumstances could damage the 

appliance they are used on. Flash testing (also known as Hi-pot or dielectric strength testing) is one such 

test and is only normally carried out by manufacturers or when an appliance has had a deep overhaul.

http://www.megger.com
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Earth continuity (or bond) test

Earth continuity is applicable to Class I equipment and extension leads. The purpose of the test is to 

ensure that the earth terminal has a low resistance connection to the conductive metal casing of the 

appliance by electrical bonding. There are two test methods available and the method used should 

depend on the circumstances.

 � Low current continuity test 
A continuity measurement is made with the asset plugged in to the PAT tester and using a short 
circuit test current of between 20 and 200 mA. The test is made between exposed conductive 
parts of the equipment and the earth pin of the plug (or earth-terminal of the supply). This is 
performed using the earth bond lead. The maximum value of resistance should be noted while 
flexing the asset supply cable. Any fluctuation in the reading should be investigated. A visual 
examination of the power cable terminations at both ends should be made.

 � High current bond test 
A continuity measurement is made with the asset plugged in to the PAT tester and using a test 
current of at least 1.5 times the fuse rating (max 26 A) for between 5 to 20 seconds. The bond 
test should be connected between exposed earthed conductive parts of the equipment and the 
earth pin of the plug (or earth-terminal of the supply). This is done by connecting the earth bond 
lead of the PAT to the exposed metal work. The maximum value of resistance should be noted 
while flexing the asset supply cable. Any fluctuation in the reading should be investigated. A 
visual examination of the power cable terminations at both ends should be made.

Care should be taken when measuring earth bond on appliances where the construction includes 

exposed metalwork having a casual contact to earth. This metalwork is primarily protected by double 

or reinforced insulation. The earth connection is only classed as ‘fortuitous’. So the resistance value is 

unlikely to be as low as truly bonded metalwork and a test performed on this un-bonded metalwork 

may give misleading results. Examples of this type of construction may include the sole-plate of a 

steam-iron or the metal chassis of a kettle. Additionally, a high-current bond test using up to 26 A may 

damage casual-contact components and a low-current test should be performed first to identify potential 

problems.

To pass the Earth continuity test, the measured value should not exceed those shown in Table 2:

For appliances without a supply cord For appliances with a power cable (3 core), 
extension leads, multiway and RCD adaptors

0.1 Ω (0.1 + R) Ω where R is the resistance of the protective 

conductor of the supply cable

Table 2 Earth continuity limits

If the resistance R of the protective conductor cannot easily be measured, the table below provides 

nominal cable resistances per metre length for various types of flexible cable.

The cable should be identified and the length measured. The protective conductor resistance can be 

calculated using the app PAT toolbox or the table and a calculator. The Megger PAT400 testers have built-

in compensation for resistance in long supply cables.

http://www.megger.com
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Nominal conductor 
CSA (mm2)

Typical no. 
of strands in 

conductor

Maximum current 
carrying capacity 

(A)

Nominal conductor 
resistance (Ω/m)

0.5 16 3 0.039

0.75 24 6 0.026

1.0 32 10 0.0195

1.25 40 13 0.0156

1.5 30 15 0.0133

2.5 50 20 0.008

4 53 25 0.005

Table 3 Nominal conductor resistance

Insulation test

Generally insulation testing is carried out by applying a known (500 V DC) test voltage and the resistance 

measured. 500 V may cause damage to sensitive equipment such as IT. Therefore it may be substituted by 

a low-voltage (250 V) insulation test; a touch current test; or an alternative leakage current test.

Appliances should not be touched during an insulation test, as if a fault exists, the exposed metalwork 

may rise to the test voltage.

The test method varies depending on whether the appliance is Class I or Class II.

For a Class I test the appliance is plugged in to the PAT tester and the insulation test is carried out 

between the earth pin and the combined live and neutral pins of the plug. The Megger PAT makes these 

connections for you.

A Class II appliance is slightly different as there is no connection to the plug earth pin. This time a 

connection is made between the combined live and neutral pins and any metal parts, dirty or conductive 

areas of the casing, and may involve several tests. The connection method is the same as that used for 

the earth bond test, using a test probe.

Note: For both test methods it is essential that the appliance is switched on at its own power switch. 

If it is not then the electrical test is only being carried out as far as the switch. The minimum insulation 

readings that should be obtained are shown in Table 4. For equipment with an electrically operated

switch, the insulation test can be substituted with a mains powered protective conductor or touch 

current measurement.

Protective conductor or touch current measurement

This test is an alternative to an insulation test and should be used when an insulation test could damage 

the asset, or the results of the insulation test are suspect.

For this test, the asset is energised at its normal operating voltage, and any current flowing to earth is 

measured.

http://www.megger.com
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For Class I this is to the earth pin of the plug; and for Class II, this is to any accessible conductive surfaces 

using a remote probe. A low-voltage insulation test should be performed prior to any energised test such 

as the touch-current test, to identify any potential danger from low insulation and shorted connections. 

This test is only available on the more sophisticated portable appliance testers, such as the Megger PAT.

It is essential to ensure that the asset is safe to run during the test. For example, if testing a kettle, it 

should be part-filled with water so as not to damage the element during this test.

Protective conductor or touch current measurement using substitute leakage 
testing

This test is useful where it may be considered dangerous to run the asset during a protective conductor 

or touch current measurement. This test uses 40 V a.c., which will not operate the asset during the test. 

This test can be battery powered, removing the need for a mains supply during testing.

In all cases the current is measured within five seconds after the application of the test voltage; the values 

must not exceed those given in the Table 4 below.

Pass 
Values

Portable or 
handheld 

Class I

Class I heating 
equipment with 
a rating ≥ 3 KW

All other 
Class I 

equipment

Class II 
equipment

Class III 
equipment

Insulation 
(min)

1.0 MΩ 0.3 MΩ 1.0 MΩ 2.0 MΩ 250 KΩ

Touch 
Current 
(max.)

0.75 mA 0.75 mA or 
0.75 mA per kW 
whichever is the 
greater with a 
maximum of 5 mA

3.5 mA 0.25 mA 0.5 mA

Table 4 Insulation/Touch Current Limits

Operational checks

A functional test is carried out during the “load” test or during the mains powered protective conductor 

or touch current measurement. This test will determine

a) if the asset functions correctly

b) the VA rating of the appliance.

This can be a good indicator of future problems and potential failures in an appliance. Problems like worn 

bearings on a drill would probably result in increased current drawn from the supply and therefore an 

increase in the VA reading.

http://www.megger.com
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6. Special notes for Appliances

Microwave ovens
Microwave ovens should not show any sign of damage, distortion or corrosion. Those 

that do should be withdrawn from service. They require specialist expertise to repair 

or service. They require an addition functional test, to check that the door interlock 

interrupts the power supply satisfactorily.

High protective conductor currents
Some equipment may be designed to work with relatively high protective conductor (or leakage 

currents), exceeding 3.5 mA. BS 7671 (IEE wiring regulations) lays down specific requirements regarding 

connection and earthing arrangements. In this event reference should be made to the Code of Practice 

section 15.11 for details of how to test and label this equipment.

Plug fuses
In general, two fuse ratings are standard 3 A (appliances up to 700 W) and 13 A (up to 3 kW).  

In addition, some manufacturers of IT equipment fit 5 A fuses as standard, and these should be replaced 

with fuses of the same rating.

Appliance power cables and flexes
Appliances with detachable power supply flexes (such as lawn-mowers) should be electrically tested with 

the cable plugged into the appliance as a complete assembly. The cable should then be labelled and 

tested again, separately from the appliance. A 3 core cable should be tested with a visual examination 

and earth bond; polarity and insulation tests. A 2-core cable should be tested with a visual examination 

and insulation tests. The cable is examined and tested again separately from the asset; this is because the 

cable could potentially be used to supply a different appliance.

A 2-core cable should not be fitted with a 3 pole connector except for the BS1363 plug.

For power supply flexes protected by a BS 1363 plug and fuse, there is no limit to their length providing 

that the CSA is at least 0.5 mm2 when using a 3 A fuse, or at least 1.25 mm2 for a 13 A fuse.  

However other considerations such as voltage drop may limit flex length.

Extension leads

If extension leads have a normal 3-pin socket outlet, it is essential that a protective conductor exists in the 

cable. Class II extension leads are dangerous and should not be used. The code of practice recommends 

maximum extension lead lengths, which should not exceed the lengths shown in Table 5.

Conductor CSA 1.25 mm2 1.5 mm2 2.5 mm2

Max Length 12 metres 15 metres 25 metres

Table 5 Extension Lead Lengths

2.5 mm2 extension leads are too large for standard 13 A plugs, although they may be used with BS EN 

60309 industrial plugs. Extension leads exceeding the above lengths are acceptable; however they must 

be fitted with a 30 mA RCD manufactured to BS7071.

http://www.megger.com
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RCD and multi-way adaptors

Multi-way adaptors should not be necessary; sufficient power sockets should be provided. However, 

where they are used because of a large quantity of low-power equipment (e.g. IT equipment), then you 

should decide what is reasonable in terms of safety of use etc and report as appropriate to the Duty 

Holder or client. RCD adaptors are used to provide protection for persons using portable equipment, 

particularly for persons using equipment outdoors and should also be inspected and electrically tested.

Faulty, damaged and missing equipment

Faulty or damaged equipment should be labelled as such, removed from service if dangerous and 

brought to the attention of the duty holder or client. They need to judge whether the equipment is 

suitable for the application and whether to replace it or substitute it with more appropriate equipment.

Items not in the location described on the test register should be reported to the duty holder or client.

7. Labelling

There is no requirement to label any equipment that requires visual examination and electrical testing,  

but is useful to indicate the asset has been tested satisfactorily. The label should consist of a unique 

identifier for the equipment, and an indication of its state.

A failed asset should have clear identification that it has failed.

Labels should adhere to a mixture of surfaces to which they will be applied. They should be tough and 

able of last until the asset is re-tested. Labels may either be filled in by hand or printed. Printed labels 

often consist of a bar code for the identifier, making them readable with a suitable barcode scanner.  

This can be a great time saver with a portable appliance tester that supports it such as the PAT400.

Printed labels should be of the “Thermal transfer” type, not “Direct thermal” which easily fade.

8. Documentation

The HSE’s Memorandum of Guidance on these regulations advises that records are kept throughout the 

equipments working life.

The following records should be established and maintained:

 � A register of all equipment.

 � A record of formal and combined visual examinations and electrical tests.

 � A register of all faulty equipment.

 � A repair register.

Examples of suitable forms and registers are available in Megger software.

As the company carrying out the testing you should maintain the following paper or electronic records:

 � Copy of the formal visual examination and combined visual examination and electrical test results.

 � Register of all equipment repaired.

http://www.megger.com
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9. Simple PAT tester

PAT120

 � Simple tick or cross, pass or fail 
indication plus parameter 
measurement.

 � Includes 250 V insulation and 
leakage testing for safe testing  
of IT equipment and surge  
protected devices.

 � Testing portable and fixed  
electrical equipment.

 � Tough, rubber armoured with built-in 
front cover, hardened, scratch proof 
display window.

The PAT120 is the toughest, simplest and most economical PAT tester 

available that gives results that conform to the 4th Edition of the Code of Practice for In-service 

Inspection and Testing of Electrical Equipment.

Organising tests in to three test groups, Class I, Class II and Power and Extension leads, enables the 

correct sequence of tests to be performed automatically without the user’s intervention, keeping testing 

simple and reducing test times. Pass limits are fixed. The default insulation test is 500 V DC but when 

testing IT or surge protected equipment 250 V DC can be selected at the start of the test.

To make testing easier, the connections required for each test are shown in the lid of the PAT120. 

Another key difference from ordinary testers is the detachable neck strap that makes testing simpler 

when there is no convenient surface on which to work and makes the tester easier to carry with the test 

leads, report books etc.

It’s so simple it’s beautiful.

PAT120

Insulation test 500 V DC 

250 V DC 

Earth bond test 200 mA 

Earth leakage options Substitute 

Test sockets BS1362 

Automatic test sequences Class I 

Class II 

Extension lead 

Combined continuity, earth 

bond and insulation test lead


Free calibration certificate 

http://www.megger.com
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10. Full Handheld PAT tester

PAT150 and PAT150R

 � Simple tick or cross, pass or 
fail indication plus parameter 
measurement.

 � Battery powered with rechargeable 
options.

 � 500 V insulation testing plus 250 V 
insulation and leakage testing for safe 
testing of IT equipment and surge 
protected devices.

 � Testing portable and fixed electrical 
equipment.

 � 10 mA and 30 mA portable RCD lead testing.

 � Adjustable PASS test limits.

 � Substitute and mains powered leakage testing.

 � Tough, rubber armoured with built-in front cover, hardened, scratch proof display window.

As a stand-by tester for when you are asked if you “can just test” by a client either of these are perfect. 

Like all Megger products they are built to be really tough and the complete kit is supplied in a plastic case 

which will occupy minimal space in your van.

The PAT150s offer the functionality of testers that are almost twice the price.

PAT150 will test both 10 mA and 30 mA portable RCDs as well as Class I, Class II and extension leads and 

power cords. Surge protected devices and IT equipment are safe-guarded by insulation testing at 250 V 

and leakage testing at 40 V. The quick test function allows individual testing of continuity, insulation and 

mains powered leakage testing as well as the checking the output of SELV circuits.

Preforming a mains powered differential leakage test has the benefit that the equipment will function 

during the test sequence.

The mains supply can be checked for voltage and for socket polarity by the PAT150. You can configure 

the test durations and pass limits to suit you applications, and the bond lead resistance can nulled out to 

reduce measurement errors.

There is a choice whether this amazing little tester is purely battery powered or powered by a fitted 

rechargeable NiMH pack.

http://www.megger.com
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PAT150 PAT150R

Earth bond test 200 mA  

Insulation test 500 V  

250 V  

Earth leakage options Differential  

Touch current  

Substitute  

Functional test 240 V  

Test sockets BS1362  

BS4343  

Test lead null  

Automatic test sequences Class I  

Class II  

Extension lead  

Portable RCD  

Manual tests Continuity  

Insulation  

Mains powered 

leakage

 

SELV measurements  

Combined continuity, earth bond and 

insulation test lead

 

On-board rechargeable battery 

Free calibration certificate  

http://www.megger.com
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11. Full database driven PAT testers

PAT410, PAT420 and PAT450

 � Vast on-board memory for 10,000 assets to keep you 
on the job longer.

 � Expert mode to speed up testing and a secure user 
log-in option.

 � Two USB ports for rapid downloading and simple 
plug and play barcode printing and reading using 
optional accessories.

 � Continuous operation, no need to stop and wait for 
the tester to cool down.

 � Soft keys to speed you through the testing process.

 � Automatic asset number generation.

 � Instant re-start as you move from room to room.

 � Large easy-to-read colour screen make identifying passes and fails faster.

 � 25 A, 10 A and 200 mA “soft” bond test, the PAT410 does 200 mA only.

 � Test lead null for improved accuracy.

 � Insulation testing at 500 V and 250 Volts for IT equipment and surge protected devices.

 � Functional VA load test for 230 V and 110 V appliances in some models.

 � Extension and IEC lead testing including polarity, earth continuity, L-N continuity and L-N-E 
insulation.

 � Standard differential leakage test plus

 � Protective conductor or touch current leakage test

 � Substitute earth leakage test at 40 V AC

 � Simple RCD test or full 30 mA RCD testing ½ x I, I, 5 x I.

 � Integral fuse checker.

 � Quick test for instant access to single test functions.

Three testers with full database functionality; our customers love using these testers because they are 

so fast and hard working. Independent tests have shown that these testers outperform even the most 

recently released PAT testers, and in a world where speed matters the difference is not inconsiderable.

The clear display, huge on-board memory, and proven long duty cycle means the PAT400 series testers 

will still be working at full speed long after the operator has had to stop for a rest.

The menus have been simplified to make operation quicker. Five soft-keys give direct access to frequently 

used functions making navigation through the menus quick and the tester more productive, offering a 

greater return on investment. A great feature is the expert mode option which makes testing even faster 

for experienced user.

http://www.megger.com
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PAT testing companies and corporate users really like the security log-in option which controls access to 

test parameters and limits, so they are assured that their testing is up to standard. The machine logs the 

active user within the results database so there is a record of who has done the testing.

Using a standard USB memory stick, results can be quickly backed up for downloading from the tester 

and uploading to the tester. The USB ports give plug and play connection to the optional barcode scanner 

and printer. The asset database is fully accessible from the tester and with a full QWERTY keyboard, rapid 

data entry or adjustment is possible. To standardise asset naming and to make asset loading even quicker 

the barcode reader can be used to information in to the data fields.

PAT410 is perfect for those happy to bond test solely at 200 mA. The smallest and lightest of the series 

weighs in at only 2.7 kg.

PAT420 testing both 100 V and 230 V appliances, and offering bond testing at all three test currents, 

200 mA, 10 A and 25 A, this is the tester of choice for full-time industrial and commercial PAT testers.

PAT450 adds in the ability to carry out high voltage flash testing at 1.5 kV or 3.0 kV, and compatibility 

with Toolminder from Earlsmere, making it the preferred choice for tool hire companies and service and 

repair workshops.

For full specification of the PAT400 series see page 18.

Independent tests show the Megger PAT420 is at  

least 8% more productive than other PAT tester.

According to a PAT tester analysis report by 

Redford Charles.

http://www.megger.com
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PAT410 PAT420 PAT450

Earth bond test 25 A  

10 A  

200 mA   

Insulation test 500 V   

250 V   

Earth leakage test options Differential   

Touch current   

Substitute   

Test lead null   

Functional test with VA measurement 240 V   

110 V  

Test sockets BS1362   

BS4343  

Operates at 240 V   

110 V  

User configurable test time and pass limits   

Automatic test sequences Class I   

Class II   

Extension lead   

Portable RCD   

Quick tests access via QT button Earth bond   

Insulation   

Earth leakage   

Functional   

RCD   

Flash test 3 kV 

1.5 kV 

Built-in fuse tester   

Display Colour 
5 in

Colour 
5 in

Colour 
5 in

Data handling 10,000 record on-board storage   

2 USB ports for barcode scanner 
and printer   

Download and upload via USB 
memory stick

  

Software compatibility PowerSuite   

Toolminder   

Combined continuity, earth bond and 
insulation test lead

  

Free calibration certificate   

http://www.megger.com
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12. Start a PAT testing business with a Business in a box

Because the PAT testing market is driven by the “Electricity at Work” regulations and not by the economy, 

there is an excellent opportunity to boost your turnover by introducing a PAT testing and repair service.

This is a new concept in electrical test products, not just selling you the tester but helping you find 

business. Many customers have found these pre-packed businesses useful for making money and it has 

stood the test of the recession.

There are two potential businesses in a box, the PAT320 manual version, and the PAT420 computerised 

version. In the box you will find everything you need to boost your income.

1. Tough PAT tester that will give you years of service

2. Leads and adaptors you need to do the job successfully

3. The PAT320 comes with duplicate test report book for users to certify results and issue to their 
customer

3.1. The PAT420 come with PowerSuite Contractor PAT certification software to manage:  

Customers Assets Diary management Billing 

Arrange appointments Automatic testing Printing certificates Repairs estimates

4. Roll of 1000 pass labels

5. A guide to PAT testing – clear step by step instructions on how to do it to 4th Edition of COP

6. A guide to identifying customers and selling to them. 

This includes:

Where to find and how to approach clients 

Details of who, and why they need to be testing their electrical assets  

Guidelines on what to charge 

Pre-designed advert and brochure for you to customise  

Pre-written press releases for you to generate interest 

Pre-written letters for you to send to your potential customers

Business in a box PAT320 PAT420

PAT tester included PAT320 PAT420

Combined continuity, earth bond and insulation test lead  

230 V extension lead test adaptor  

PC power supply IEC adaptor  

Pass labels  

Portable appliance test report book  

PowerSuite Professional Contractor PAT certification software with 

client and asset management and billing


Megger guide to PAT testing  

Megger guide to marketing a PAT business  

Barcode reader Optional

Barcode printer Optional

http://www.megger.com
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13. Accessories

Pass labels, roll of 1000 1000-971

Fail labels, roll of 1000 1001-227

Appliance barcode labels 1 to 1000 6121-483

110 V mains lead adaptor 
For use with PAT320, PAT350, PAT420 and PAT450

1000-766

110 V extension lead test adaptor 
For use with PAT320, PAT350, PAT420 and PAT450

6220-693

230 V extension lead test adaptor 2000-881

415 V 5 pin to BS1363 plug adaptor 1000-770

415 V 4 pin to BS1363 plug adaptor 1000-767PTDVD
Portable Appliance Testing DVD

PTDVD
Portable Appliance Testing DVD

DESCRIPTION

This DVD, produced in conjunction with Navigator 
Productions Limited, explains in detail the techniques and 
‘practices’ for portable appliance testing.

It is an ideal study-aid for personnel entrusted with PAT 
testing or for the complete novice.

Chapters:

1. Introduction

2. The requirements for PAT testing

3. Combined inspection and testing

4. The Megger PAT420

5. Testing Class I appliances

6. Saving assets and recording data

7. Lead compensation

8. Testing Class II appliances

9. Testing extension leads

10. Testing residual current devices

11. Testing fixed ‘Hard Wired’ appliances

12. Fuses

13. Microwaves

14. Labelling, results and retests

15. Flash testing / PAT450

Running time – approximately 50 minutes

Copyright – Megger Limited

■■ Instructional DVD on Portable Appliance 
Testing

■■ Class I earthed appliances

■■ Class II double insulated appliances

■■ Extension leads

■■ Fixed appliances

■■ Storage of appliance details and test results

■■ PAT testing certification

■■ Flash testing

■■ Ideal study aid 

UK
Archcliffe Road Dover
CT17 9EN England
T +44 (0) 1304 502101
F +44 (0) 1304 207342
UKsales@megger.com

UNITED STATES
4271 Bronze Way
Dallas TX 75237-1019 USA
T 800 723 2861 (USA only)
T +1 214 333 3201
F +1 214 331 7399
USsales@megger.com

OTHER TECHNICAL SALES OFFICES
Valley Forge USA, College Station USA, 
Sydney AUSTRALIA, Täby SWEDEN, Ontario 
CANADA, Trappes FRANCE, Oberursel 
GERMANY, Aargau SWITZERLAND, Dubai 
UEA, Mumbai INDIA, Durban SOUTH AFRICA, 
Chonburi THAILAND

CERTIFICATION ISO

Registered to ISO 9001:2008 Cert. no. Q 09250

Registered to ISO 14001-2004 Cert. no. EMS 61597

PTDVD_DS_en_V01
www.megger.com
Megger is a registered trademark 

 ORDERING INFORMATION
Item (Qty) Cat. No.

PTDVD 

DVD covering Portable Appliance Testing 1002-384

Portable appliance testing DVD 1002-384

http://www.megger.com
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USB bar code scanner 
For use with the PAT410, PAT420 and PAT450

1001-047

Brother PT700 USB pass/fail label printer 
For use with the PAT410, PAT420 and PAT450

1005-423

Barcode label printer refill cartridge 90001-010

PAT test certificate duplicate record book 1001-299
PAT400 Series 

Portable Appliance Testers

User guide

PC power supply lead test adaptor 2000-551

Combined continuity, earth bond and insulation test 

lead
2000-870

Flash test lead 
For use with the PAT350 and PAT450

5310-401

Carry case with document pouch 
For use with the PAT320, PAT350, PAT410, PAT420 and PAT450

2000-962

Accessory pouch for use with 2000-962 2001-044

USB printer lead 
For use with the PAT410, PAT420 and PAT450

25970-041

http://www.megger.com
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14. High throughput manual testers

PAT320 and PAT350

 � High current 25 A and 10 A bond tests plus 200 mA “soft” test

 � Repeated high current bond testing possible

 � Instant re-start

 � Test lead null

 � Insulation testing at 250 V and 500 V

 � Fully tests 230 V and 110 V appliances

 � Extension and IEC lead testing, including polarity, earth 
continuity, L-N continuity and L-N-E insulation

 � Standard differential leakage test

 � Protective conductor or touch current leakage test

 � Substitute earth leakage test at 40 V AC

 � Full plug-in 30 mA RCD testing ½ x I, I, 5 x I

 � Integral fuse checker

 � Flash testing at a choice of 1.5 kV or 3 kV (PAT350 only).

Two fast PAT testers which offer the operator manual and automatic operation without the complexity 

of data storage. The PAT300 series allows the user to select a range of tests, such as those for a CLASS I 

asset, simply by pressing the “CLASS I“ button, and then initiate the test by pressing the “TEST” button. 

When the results are displayed they are coded green for a pass and red for a fail. However, if a particular 

test needs to be repeated, there are direct access buttons dedicated to specific tests.

The instant-restart feature speeds testing when moving from one room to another, restarting in exactly 

the same menu location where it was left. 

PAT320 is the PAT tester for those who occasionally do testing 

and don’t want the complexity of database management 

and are happy to write out certificates  

by hand.

PAT350 is similar to the PAT320 but with the added benefit 

of flash testing. Because of its high throughput capabilities and 

the speed at which it gives results, it is ideal for applications 

such as tool hire companies and service centres. Of particular 

interest to tool hire companies, as well as service and repair 

organisations, is the PAT300 series ability to run high current bond 

tests virtually continuously, without the fear of the tester over-heating.

http://www.megger.com
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PAT320 PAT350

Earth bond test 25 A  

Insulation test 10 A  

200 mA  

Insulation test 500 V  

250 V  

Earth leakage options Differential  

Touch current  

Substitute  

Test lead null  

Functional test with VA measurement 240 V  

110 V  

Test sockets BS1362  

BS4343  

Operates at 240 V  

110 V  

Automatic test sequences Class I  

Class II  

Extension lead  

Portable RCD  

Direct access individual tests Earth bond  

Insulation  

Differential leakage  

Functional  

Flash test 3 kV 

1.5 kV 

Built-in fuse tester  

Display Colour, 3.5 in Colour, 3.5 in

Combined continuity, earth bond and 

insulation test lead

 

Free calibration certificate  

http://www.megger.com
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